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Abstract2

Thin, flexible and invisible solar cells will be an ubiquitous technology in the near3

future. Ultrathin crystalline silicon (c-Si) cells capitalise on the success of bulk silicon4

cells while being light-weight and mechanically flexible, but suffer from poor absorption5

and efficiency. Here we present a new family of surface texturing, based on correlated6

disordered hyperuniform patterns, capable of efficiently coupling the incident spectrum7

into the silicon slab optical modes. We experimentally demonstrate 66.5% solar light8

absorption in free-standing 1 µm c-Si layers by hyperuniform nanostructuring. The9

absorption equivalent photocurrent derived from our measurements is 26.3 mA/cm2,10
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which is far above the highest found in literature for Si of similar thickness. Considering11

state-of-the-art Si PV technologies, the enhanced light trapping translates to a record12

efficiency above 15%. The light absorption can potentially be increased up to 33.813

mA/cm2 by incorporating a back-reflector and improved anti-reflection, for which we14

estimate a photovoltaic efficiency above 21% for 1 µm thick Si cells.15

Micrometer-thick silicon photovoltaics (PV) promises to be the ultimate cost-effective, re-16

liable and environmentally-friendly solution to harness solar power in urban areas and space,17

as it combines the low cost and maturity of crystalline silicon (c-Si) manufacturing1 with18

the low weight and mechanical flexibility of thin films.2–4 Efficient light trapping in ultrathin19

c-Si is of utmost importance when the film is thinner than the absorption length. Indeed,20

due to the indirect bandgap of c-Si, inefficient absorption currently hampers the thinning of21

Si cells below ∼ 100 µm, which is crucial to enable flexible, light weight and lower cost c-Si22

PV.1,5,6 3D nanophotonic architectures are crucial for reducing the cell thickness as conven-23

tional anti-reflection coatings and multilayers can only prevent light reflection via impedance24

matching of the solar cell and air, but do not extend the light paths in the Si cell that are25

required for efficient photon absorption.7 Despite the fact that many works have focused on26

nanophotonic principles for enhancing light absorption, there is still no unanimously agreed27

best strategy for the designing of light trapping nano-textures for PV. Periodic patterning of28

a thin slab, whether by adding plasmonic8–12 or dielectric13–15 structures, can reduce reflec-29

tion and simultaneously scatter light in the plane of the thin film, but generally work only30

at discrete wavelengths and specific angle of incidence, due to the discrete crystal momenta31

of gratings. Oppositely, disordered patterns, such as Asahi roughening or random pyramid32

etching, scatter the light over a broad angular range and over a large range of wavelengths33

due to the large rotational and translational symmetry, but are not tailored to match the34

thin film.16
35

Recently, correlated disordered media have been shown to outperform random roughen-36

ing and periodic patterning for light trapping.17–26 Albeit many designs have been presented37
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so far, it is still an open question what the best design is and whether the optimal one38

has already been achieved. For instance, it is not obvious if the best result is obtained39

when starting the optimisation from a periodic or from a random structure. In contrast40

to these heuristic optimisation methods, hyperuniformity has recently emerged as a new41

framework to engineer light scattering and diffraction in a rational manner. Hyperuniform42

disorded (HUD) media are statistically isotropic and possess a constrained randomness such43

that density fluctuations on large scales behave more like those of ordered solids, rather44

than those of conventional amorphous materials.27–30 HUD patterns naturally arise in many45

physical systems, from the mass distribution in the early universe,31 structure of prime num-46

bers,32 hydrodynamics,33 structure of amorphous ices,34 sheared sedimenting suspensions,3547

to wave localisation36 or colloidal packing.37 When translated into photonic materials, HUDs48

exhibit large and robust photonic band gaps as in photonic crystals, but are both complete49

and isotropic.30 As a result, HUDs display allowed modes that can propagate through the50

structure in an isotropic fashion as in random media. HUDs are a highly flexible platform51

to control light transport, emission and absorption in unique ways, beyond the constraints52

imposed by conventional photonic architectures,38–42 for the design of freeform waveguides,4353

high-quality factor resonant defects and arbitrarily high-order power splitters,44,45 hollow-54

core fibers46 and photonic bandgap polarizers47 among others.55

In this work we experimentally demonstrate that light absorption in a 1 µm-thick silicon56

slab is enhanced more than twofold in the wavelength range from 400 to 1050 nm when57

textured with optimised HUD-based patterns compared to the unpatterned slab. The re-58

sulting absorption is the highest demonstrated so far in a Si slab as thin as 1µm. This record59

value is achieved by k-space engineering of HUD patterns with a tailored scattering spec-60

trum and diffractive coupling of solar irradiation into guided modes of the Si slab. Using our61

demonstration of light management, we investigate PV efficiency by focusing on the trade-off62

between light trapping and increased carrier recombination given by the nanotextures. We63

find that the effect of increased surface-induced charge carrier recombination on the open64
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circuit potential can be fully compensated by the large photo-currents. A detailed PV effi-65

ciency estimation reveals that efficiencies above 20% can be obtained for several optimised66

HUD designs and state-of-the-art Si PV technologies. This is a highly remarkable efficiency67

for such a thin indirect-bandgap material, which together with the fact that lower grade68

raw Si material can be used in such thin devices, establishes a new breakthrough in thin69

light-weight and flexible solar cells.70

Light absorption in films with disordered hyperuniform patterns71

a c

500 nm

b

Fig. 1 Ultra-thin light absorber design. a Schematic representation of the ultra-thin
light absorber consisting of a 1 µm-thick silicon film with the HUD pattern on the top surface
(∼ 200 nm thick) to improve light trapping. The pattern is infiltrated with a lower refractive
index material (nLRM), which is also used in a top flat layer, ARC, to reduce reflectance (50-
100 nm in thickness). Note that the ARC layer is depicted floating above the nanopattern
in the image only for clarity purposes b Optical image of the silicon membrane sample
supported by a thick silicon frame (1×1 cm2), where the textures have been fabricated. Inset:
Scanning electron image of the as-fabricated Si membrane with the optimized honeycomb-
like HUD network pattern. c Absorptance spectra measured for the Si membrane with (red)
and without (blue) the HUD pattern with ARC. The membrane is suspended in air and
infiltrated with a polymer resist (nLRM = 1.52) as ARC. The dashed black line corresponds
to the Lambertian limit absorption for 1 µm Si, based on the optical properties given in Ref.
48.

We demonstrate the power of hyperuniform disordered (HUD) patterns for lightweight, flex-72

ible and efficient photovoltaics, by first focusing on the absorption properties in ultrathin73

(∼ 1 µm) Si. The proposed structure for the highly efficient Si light absorber is shown in74
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Fig. 1a. It consists of a thin Si slab (1 µm), of which the top 200 nm is patterned with75

an optimised HUD pattern. In this case, the pattern consists of a 2D network of Si walls,76

that resembles the honey-comb underlying structure in black butterfly wings.24,49 The Si77

pattern is infiltrated with a low refractive index medium by spin coating a polymer resist 50
78

with refractive index of 1.52. While the infiltrated pattern layer is expected to also reduce79

reflectance due to the better index matching with air (npattern ≈ nSi ·f+nLRM(1−f), with f80

being the Si filling fraction), an additional layer of resist on top (50− 100 nm thick) further81

improves anti-reflectance, referred to as ARC. While the optical properties of the resist are82

not the ideal to guarantee minimal reflection, spin coating is a simple conformal fabrication83

method that ensures nanopattern filling and a flat top surface. Fig. 1b is a photograph84

of a suspended 4.8 × 4.8 mm2 Si membrane nominally 1 µm-thick on a Si support frame85

before spin coating the resist. The membrane reveals a semi-transparent reddish colour86

owing to its small thickness and small absorption coefficient in the red and near infra-red.87

HUD-based patterns were fabricated on the membrane with e-beam lithography in at least88

100 × 100 µm2 areas. These areas are clearly visible in the picture as they appear darker,89

highlighting the increased light trapping. A close-up scanning electron microscopy (SEM)90

image of the fabricated HUD network pattern on the Si suspended membrane is shown as91

inset.92

We have measured the light absorption of the free-standing membrane with ARC on93

the unpatterned and patterned regions by using an integrating sphere microscope.51,52 The94

curves in Fig. 1c compare the light absorption as measured for the flat membrane with that95

of the HUD patterned membrane. The absorption spectrum of the flat membrane shows96

the characteristic Fabry-Pérot interferences for a 1.18 µm thick Si slab (see Supplementary97

Information), with a peak in absorption at about a wavelength of 450 nm and rapidly de-98

creasing absorption for longer wavelengths due to the small absorption coefficient of Si in99

the visible and near infra-red. In contrast, the absorption in the membrane with the HUD100

pattern is on average 50% higher in absolute numbers for the wavelength range of 500 to 900101
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nm and it follows the Lambertian limit trend (4n2 limit for 1 µm-thick Si represented by the102

black dashed curve), which does not take into account reflection losses. Despite the fact that103

the membrane sits in air (i.e. no back-reflector) and the sub-optimised ARC, the fraction104

of absorbed solar photons in the membrane increases from 25.5% to 66.5% by texturing the105

surface based on our optimised HUD design. This is the highest demonstrated absorption106

in a 1 µm Si absorber so far, and translates to a photocurrent of 26.3 mA/cm2, far above107

the 19.72 mA/cm2 in the best reported cell with similar thickness.53 Simulations show that108

a metal back reflector will increase absorption even further for the whole spectrum and inte-109

grated absorption can reach up to 93.4% of the Lambertian absorption. In the following, we110

describe the design principle and physical mechanism that induces this record in absorption.111

Light trapping mechanism and design optimisation112

As in previous works that use periodic and heuristic aperiodic structures to promote light113

trapping, the main mechanism by which the HUD nanostructure enhances absorption is114

diffraction into the absorber.17,54,55 In the presence of texturing, the guided modes of the115

thin silicon slab become leaky (quasi-guided) and can in- and out-couple to the incoming116

electromagnetic modes supported by the surrounding medium. The waveguide mode dis-117

persion for a Si slab is shown in Fig. 2a, where we note that within the spectral region of118

interest, c-Si exhibits strong dispersion that leads to a strong curvature of the Si light cone119

and significantly different absorption of the guided modes, as indicated by the color scale in120

Fig. 2a. The total absorption is given by summing up the coupling contributions of each121

mode. To maximize sunlight absorption in the slab we need to couple efficiently to these122

lossy modes that exist for k‖ above the light-cone of air (lower black thick curve), for a broad123

range of wavelengths (from 350 nm to 1100 nm). Due to the large number of modes in a 1124

µm Si slab, a pattern structure that diffracts incident light (k‖ = 0 for normal incidence) to125

the range of k‖ from ∼ 15 to ∼ 20 µm−1 (indicated by the two horizontal dashed lines in126

Fig. 2a) ensures all sunlight has a mode to couple to. However, due to the inhomogeneous127
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Fig. 2 Light trapping mechanism. a Waveguide modes for a homogeneous 1µm thick
Si slab between air and a perfect metal for the wavelength range of interest in a solar cell.
The modes are all lossy, with the absorption loss denoted by their color, as shown in the
color bar. Black lines denote the dispersion curves for air (lower curve) and for Si (upper
curve). The horizontal dashed lines denote two characteristic wavenumbers: k1 = 15.71, and
k2 = 21.41 µm−1 as described in the text. Inset: Simulated first order diffraction pattern
of the HUD network design that shows a characteristic diffraction ring in the desired k-
space. b Measured Fourier-space diffraction pattern in reflection of the HUD network design
lithographically patterned in a Si wafer (wavelength 561 nm). c Structure factor based on
the radial distribution of the diffraction intensity in a and b.

absorption of the guided modes, coupled-mode theory calculations estimate that the highest128

absorption is actually given for uniform diffraction to the k-range from ∼ 9 to ∼ 25 µm−1
129

(see the detailed calculation in the Supplementary File). Targeting this wave vector range130

is a key design goal for engineering the diffraction pattern.131

In contrast to periodic and random patterns, hyperuniform designs with correlated dis-132

order are an intermediate concept that allows the creation of diffraction into only a tailored133

range of wavevectors. In particular, stealthy HUD structures offer a distinctive route to134

filling desired bands in Fourier space, intermediate between the continuous k-space content135

of random patterns, and the discrete crystal momenta of periodic point patterns. Stealthy136

HUD point patterns are isotropic with no diffraction below a certain critical wavevector137

value, kC : S(k‖ ≤ kC) = 0). The so-called stealthiness parameter χ is defined as the frac-138
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tion of wavevectors for which the structure factor vanishes and can be used to measure the139

hyperuniform correlations. Thus, χ = 0 for purely uncorrelated (Gaussian) point patterns140

and χ > 0.77 for periodic structures.28,36,38,42141

Our design approach starts with a 2D HUD point pattern (χ ∼ 0.4− 0.5) that provides142

the most uniform filling in the Fourier space domain delimited by the two wavenumbers (k‖,1143

and k‖,2) estimated from the waveguide properties of the slab. Once the 2D HUD point144

pattern is created, it is transformed into a physical 3D design that can be fabricated with145

two material components: Si and the low refractive index material. In this case, the 2D146

HUD point pattern is decorated with 200 nm tall Si walls following a Delaunay tesselation147

protocol38 that form a continuous Si network, and the voids are filled by the low refractive148

index material. However, with this design light absorption is no longer expected to be149

optimal as the 3D texture strongly disrupts the waveguide properties of the Si slab. Also,150

the tesselation protocol causes the resulting 3D network to be nearly hyperuniform as it151

slightly deviates from hyperuniform,56 meaning that its structure factor has some amplitude152

for k‖ < kc.153

To resolve this non-ideality, we introduce a second optimisation step to fine-tune the154

HUD-based 3D pattern, where the HUD properties (average distance between points) and155

Si filling fraction are optimised. This is done with full-wave 3D numerical simulations that156

compute light absorption at each optimisation step (see Methods and Supplementary File).157

While the process is computationally expensive, the initial 2D HUD optimisation procedure158

sets a good base to rapidly find a local maximum. As a result, we obtain an optimised 3D159

structure based on a 2D HUD point pattern, but with a structure factor function that may160

differ from what was initially estimated from the slab waveguiding properties. The inset161

in Fig. 2a shows the 2D simulated structure factor of the fully optimised HUD network162

design that was used to create the sample in Fig. 1. The structure factor for the first order163

diffraction shows a clear fingerprint of the hyperuniformity with a circular region around164

k‖ = 0 where S(k) vanishes, but there is not a sharp cut-off as initially imposed. The nearly-165
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hyperuniform structure factor is better discerned in the angle-averaged structure factor (solid166

curve) shown in Fig. 2c. Notice that the Fourier space in the optimised pattern is filled in167

the wavevector region between 12 and 17 µm−1, which is slightly different than the initial168

guess for k‖,1 and k‖,2.169

We have performed momentum spectroscopy of the fabricated pattern on a Si surface,170

where the measured k-space diffraction pattern in reflection is shown in Fig. 2b as obtained171

using high-NA Fourier microscopy.57 By construction the HUD pattern is designed to scatter172

normally incident light to parallel wave vectors that are outside the collection NA of air ob-173

jectives. However, by combining strongly off normal illumination at six azimuthal angles we174

can reconstruct the structure factor in 2D Fourier space up to an effective NA almost twice175

higher than that of the objective lens (see full details in the Methods section). The angle176

resolved diffraction measured in reflection displays a similar fingerprint of the hyperunifor-177

mity as the 2D structure factor of the design. The measured angle-averaged reflection is178

also plotted in Fig. 2c, and is extremely well reproduced by the theoretical structure factor179

(solid line).180
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Comparison of HUD-based designs.181
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Fig. 3 Performance comparison between different HUD-based designs. a SEM
images of samples textured with the HUD hole (top) and spinodal (bottom) designs. b

Measured angle-resolved diffraction in reflection of the corresponding pattern. c Simulated
2D structure factor for the optimised spinodal and HUD hole patterns. d Structure factor
as a function of in-plane wavevector (kr) given by the angle-averaged simulated (solid curve)
and measured (dots) diffraction. Measured (e) and calculated (g) absorptance spectra for
a 1µm thick Si slab suspended in air with the different surface nanopattern designs with
ARC considered. The absorption spectrum for the HUD network design is the same as
in Fig.1.The theoretical Lambertian limit and the absorption for a flat Si slab (with an
ARC) are shown as reference. f Table listing the percentage of integrated absorbed solar
photons (IA) for all patterns for the wavelength range of 400 − 1050 nm. These numbers
are obtained by integrating the theoretical or experimental absorption spectra over the solar
flux (AM1.5G) and normalising for the total photon flux in the specified wavelength range.

So far, we have shown that a 2D HUD point pattern can lead to a highly efficient 3D design182

for broadband light trapping in a thin Si slab, by decorating the point pattern with two183
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materials in a wall network fashion (Fig. 1b). However, there are many other decorating184

possibilities for the same initial 2D HUD pattern. For instance, instead of the wall network,185

one could place Si nano-pillars or nano-holes at the points of the 2D HUD point pattern186

and fill the voids with ARC. This is the simplest HUD design, where a single element is187

cloned at tailored positions. We refer to this texture as HUD hole, and the SEM image of188

the as-fabricated sample is shown in Fig. 3a. Similar to the HUD network in Fig. 1, the189

Fourier microscopy intensity map, Fig. 3(b,top), indicates the HUD nature of the the design190

and it is very similar to the theoretical structure factor, Fig. 3(c,top).191

Another very different way of obtaining 3D HUD patterns is inspired by the generation192

of spinodal structures.58,59 Here the mathematical recipe is to first define a random super-193

position of cosine waves with random phase, with wave vectors imposed by the desired wave194

vector distribution (k‖,1 ≤ k‖ ≤ k‖,2), or structure factor. Thresholding the resulting function195

at a fixed height value defines material boundaries separating Si and low refractive index196

material (filling fraction f set by threshold choice), tracing out zebra-like patterns as in Fig.197

3(a, bottom). The resulting two-phase material pattern is nearly hyperuniform, for which its198

structure factor is dominated by the wave vector distribution imposed at the initial design199

stage. Owing to its inspiration, we refer to this design as spinodal. Fourier microscopy of the200

as-fabricated spinodal design, Fig. 3(b, bottom), also exhibits a characteristic low scattering201

at small wavevectors, and a marked increase of scattering at k‖ ∼ 11 µm−1. The contrast202

is lower compared to the other HUD designs and the scattering at small wavevectors is not203

expected from the theoretical structure factor, Fig. 3(c, bottom). We suspect the additional204

scattering at low wavevectors arises from fabrication imperfections.205

The azimuthally-averaged k-space resolved diffraction and theoretical structure factor for206

the HUD holes and spinodal designs are shown in Fig. 3d as dots and solid lines, respectively.207

While the intensity distribution in the structure factor of the HUD holes is similar in shape208

to that of the HUD network pattern with a peak at ≈ 15 µm−1, the structure factor of209

the spinodal is quite different and resembles a square function. All three proposed designs210
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have a structure factor that is well suited to couple normally incident sunlight into the211

plane for absorption. The theoretical and experimental absorption spectra for the patterned212

and unpatterned suspended membranes are shown in Fig. 3e and g, where the ARC (same213

parameters for all designs) is also taken into account. The spectrum for the HUD network214

pattern is also included and it is the same as in Fig. 1c As a quantitative measure to compare215

absorption between all the different designs, we have computed the fraction of absorbed solar216

photons (integrated absorption, IA), as listed in the table in Fig. 3f. The IA, is computed217

by considering the AM1.5G solar spectrum for the wavelength range of 400 to 1050 nm218

(see the Methods section for more details). For comparison, we also plot the Lambertian219

limit obtained by considering the same optical constants used in the full-wave simulations.220

Similar to the spectra measured in the HUD network patterned membrane (red curve), the221

two new designs raise light absorption in the long wavelength regime, particularly in the222

case of the spinodal (green curve). As expected from the absorption spectra, the spinodal223

and HUD network patterns result in a similar IA (∼ 66% in practice and ∼ 75% in theory).224

As also predicted by theory, the HUD holes design leads to a slightly lower absorption and225

IA (∼ 54% in practice and ∼ 70% in theory). We attribute the discrepancy between theory226

and experiment to local deviations in the ARC and membrane thickness. In any case, for all227

three designs the measured IA is more than twice that of the unpatterned membrane and228

we experimentally demonstrate for the first time and for two patterns that absorption is as229

high as ∼ 78% of the Lambertian limit.230
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Full device design and efficiency estimation.231
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Fig. 4 PV efficiency estimation. a Full solar cell device design, which includes a Ag
back-contact and improved ARC (nLRM = 1.82 and 72 nm thick) b Table summarising the
estimated PV performance parameters from our optical and PC1D device simulations. c

Color-map indicating the non-linear dependence of the maximum PV efficiency on the dark
and photo-currents (Jdark and Jphoto, respectively). The white lines are isolines at the effi-
ciency indicated by the labels. The dashed black line corresponds to the Jphoto given by the
Lambertian limit in a 1 µm-thick Si slab. The dash-dotted lines correspond to the Jphoto
derived from our absorption measurements without back-reflector. The data points corre-
spond to the estimated PC1D efficiencies for the different designs. The efficiency estimated
for the unpatterned Si membrane and that for the best demonstrated bulk Si cell are shown
for comparison. The total efficiency is not only affected by increased light trapping, but also
by the additional pattern-induced surface area recombination, reflected in the increased dark
current.

So far, we have demonstrated the exceptional light trapping properties of the HUD patterns232

in thin Si, as evidenced by the enhanced absorption. However, in a full solar cell device233

one must also consider other effects of nanotexturing on its performance. It is important234

to assure that the gain from light trapping for PV remains despite the potential penalty of235

increased surface recombination, which can strongly affect the performance of devices with236

a Si thickness smaller than ∼ 90 µm, where bulk-related losses are negligible. In order to237

understand the effects of our HUD-based designs on the PV efficiency, we consider the full238

device structure shown in Fig. 4a. Now, the patterned Si film sits on top of a silver metal239

contact that also acts as a back reflector. By using interdigitated macroscopic Ag pads, both240

the n and p contacts are placed at the rear which reduces shading on the front of the cell.241
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This technology, known as interdigitated back contact (IBC) photovoltaics, has enabled the242

highest PV efficiency in Si-based cells.60–62 For simplicity, in our absorption calculations we243

consider a continuous Ag film at the back instead of the interdigitated pads, which is a fair244

assumption for optical purposes given their large characteristic sizes.245

We have re-optimised the 3D pattern design taking into account the Ag back-reflector246

as part of the full structure. We also consider an improved ARC configuration, with247

nLRM = 1.82 and ARC thickness of 72 nm (see Supplementary Information). The resulting248

absorption spectra for all the different designs are shown in the Supplementary Information.249

As expected, the metal back-reflector and improved anti-reflection increases light absorption250

as compared to that shown in Fig. 3g. Interestingly, the three designs offer a highly robust251

absorption to changes in the angle of incoming light (see the angle dependent absorption252

spectra in the Supplementary Information file), which strongly enhances the daily PV power253

output.254

We have computed the photocurrent, Jphoto, by integrating the simulated absorbed solar255

spectrum for the wavelength range of 300 to 1050 nm. To estimate the PV efficiency of our256

designs we have simulated the current-voltage characteristics of the solar cell with the PC1D257

software, where we have considered Jphoto as input and a bulk lifetime of 0.5 ms (standard258

PV grade Si) and surface recombination velocity (SRV) of 100 cm/s. The SRV value is the259

state-of-the-art in high efficiency Si solar cell devices.1,60 In order to account for the pattern-260

induced increased surface area, we have considered an effective SRV by multiplying it by261

the surface area increase factor. A more detailed description of the parameters used in our262

simulations is given in the Supplementary Information. The table in Fig. 4b summarizes263

the estimated solar cell performance, in terms of short circuit current (JSC), open circuit264

potential (VOC) and PV efficiency (η), for the optimised HUD hole, HUD network and265

spinodal patterns. For comparison, we have included the theoretical case of an unpatterned266

Si membrane (with ARC) and the current record Si cell, which is 165 µm thick.60267

Because we assume no external resistance losses, JSC = Jphoto. With the pattern-induced268
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light trapping, the JSC in 1µm-thick Si is almost doubled for all three designs compared to269

the unpatterned cell (from 18.5 mA/cm2 to 33 mA/cm2), close to the Lambertian value for 1270

µm-thick Si (at 35 mA/cm2). At the same time, the estimated VOC values in our three designs271

are higher than the best bulk cell and oscillate around that expected in an unpatterned thin272

film. Because of the small volume in a 1µm film compared to bulk, the saturated dark273

current, Jdark, in the cell is only limited by surface recombination. Considering the state-274

of-the art bulk carrier lifetime and surface recombination velocity, Jdark is almost one order275

of magnitude smaller in a 1µm Si film compared to Si bulk (165 µm thick) and thus the276

VOC is improved by thinning Si down.1,5,63 An interesting consequence of this is that lower277

grade Si material can thus be used in such thin devices, which have much lower costs (see278

the Supplementary Information for more details on how the PV efficiency is affected by the279

bulk lifetime and surface recombination). As VOC also depends on the photocurrent, Jphoto,280

light trapping has the potential to compensate the effects of patterning-induced larger Jdark281

on the voltage. We find that, the HUD holes design uses the smallest surface area and the282

strong light trapping fully compensates the effect of increased surface recombination and283

leads to the same VOC as in the unpatterned case.284

From the PC1D full current-voltage characteristics we obtain the PV efficiency. Despite285

the different light trapping power and texture design in all three 1 µm-thick Si patterned286

cells, we estimate their solar cell efficiency to break the 20% milestone. Fig. 4c represents287

the two major consequences of nanotexturing, increased light trapping and increased charge288

recombination, on the PV efficiency (color scale) by considering the illuminated diode equa-289

tion (J(V ) = Jdark(e
qV/KBT − 1) − Jphoto). The dashed horizontal black line corresponds to290

the ultimate photocurrent from the Lamertian light trapping in 1 µm thick Si and one can see291

the span of possible PV efficiencies depending on the carrier recombination properties of the292

device. In the graph, we include data points for the unpatterned and the three HUD designs,293

based on the Jphoto and Jdark values found in our light absorption and PC1D simulations,294

respectively. For comparison, we also include the data point for the best demonstrated Si295
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solar cell, which is 165 µm thick.60 Note that the diode equation yields a slightly higher PV296

efficiency compared to that reported in Ref.60 (0.5% higher efficiency) as the model neglects297

contact resistance losses. Fig. 4c clearly visualizes the compromise for the total efficiency298

between light trapping and surface recombination properties of the different designs and it is299

particularly evidenced by the HUD holes and HUD network. Despite the fact that the two300

designs have different light trapping capabilities, the final PV efficiency is very similar.301

While we theoretically predict the ultimate best device to be that with the spinodal302

texture, the large scale implementation of its fabrication may require some further tech-303

nological developments. A combination of interference and nanoimprint lithography64 has304

already demonstrated the fabrication of aperiodic structures with defined spatial frequency305

distribution in areas larger than 1 m2. However, further work is needed to increase the306

required patterning resolution down to few tenths of nanometers. By contrast, HUD point307

patterns naturally arise in many physical systems, that can lead to simple and scalable fab-308

rication of the HUD holes or HUD network patterns. For instance, it has been shown that309

the structure factor of dispersed colloidal particle (e.g. beads) patterns can be tuned by the310

ionic strength of the particular solvent65,66 and that the dewetting of semiconductor layers311

leads to HUD patterns.67 Also, soft-imprint conformal lithography has proven an excellent312

low-cost alternative to pattern large-areas with a resolution below 10 nm that could actually313

serve for both HUD holes and HUD network.68 While a master substrate has to be first made314

with other lithography methods (such as e-beam lithography), the master can be extensively315

re-used for the creation of multiple-use soft stamps.316

Conclusion317

We have shown that stealthy HUD point patterns are an excellent platform to design a318

wealth of highly efficient nanoscale textures for trapping light in ultrathin Si solar cells. We319

have described three different texture designs that offer broadband isotropic light trapping320

with a characteristic hyperuniform signature in the Fourier reflectance. We have fabricated321
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such textures on a suspended Si membrane and experimentally demonstrated the highest322

absorption in 1 µm-thick Si, corresponding to a Jphoto of 26.3 mA/cm2. This exceptional323

light trapping can potentially be further improved by optimising the anti-reflection coating324

and incorporating a metal back-reflector, which in turn serves as electrical contact. Taking325

into account state-of-the-art values of Si electronic properties and IBSC device design, we326

estimate realistic PV efficiency above 21% for a 1 µm-thick c-Si cell, which represents a327

breakthrough toward flexible, light-weight c-Si PV.328

Methods329

Generation of the disordered Hyperuniform structures330

A hyperuniform point pattern is a random point pattern in real space for which the number331

variance σ2(R) within a spherical sampling window of radius R (in d dimensions) grows more332

slowly than the window volume (∝ Rd) for large R. We consider point patterns that are333

stealthy, which is a property of the structure factor S(k), defined as27
334

S(k) =
1

N

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

N
∑

n=1

eik·rn

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (1)

where k are vectors in reciprocal space and rn are the positions of the N particles. For335

stealthy point patterns, S(k) is isotropic and vanishes for a finite range of wave numbers 0 <336

k ≤ k0, for some positive critical wave vector, k0.
29 The size of this region can be expressed337

through the so-called stealthy parameter χ = M(k)/dN , where M(k) is the number of338

linearly independent k vectors where S(k) = 0 and d = 2 in the present case.29,38339

Generation of the spinodal pattern340

Density wave (spinodal) structures or spinodal structures are a particular realization of341

hyperuniform structuring and can be generated according to a simple protocol.58 We consider342
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the function343

Φ(r) =

Nq
∑

j=1

cos(qj · r+ φj) , (2)

where k1 < |q| < k2 is a collection of homogeneously distributed random Nq wavevectors344

and φj are random phases uniformly distributed in the range (0, 2π). This function is hy-345

peruniform by construction with its Fourier transform uniformly distributed in the k-space346

ring defined by k1 < |q| < k2. To obtain a two-phase dielectric function we define347

ǫ(r) =















ǫ1 ,Φ(r) < Φ0

ǫ2 ,Φ(r) ≥ Φ0

, (3)

where ǫ1 and ǫ2 are relevant dielectric permittivities of the two phases, and Φ0 is a value348

chosen to yield the desired filling fraction. We note the cut procedure defined above may349

violate the strict hyperuniformity constraints, and in practice the resulting structures are350

nearly-hyperuniform with most of the Fourier components concentrated in the k-space ring351

defined by k1 < |q| < k2 .352

Absorption simulations353

Optical simulations were performed using the a freely available finite-difference time-domain354

(FDTD) solver.69 In all cases, the disordered structures were generated under periodic bound-355

ary conditions and are modelled as super-cells with sizes between 10 - 15µm. For absorption356

simulations, we have employed periodic boundary conditions in the transverse directions357

and perfect matching layer boundary conditions in the longitudinal direction. The disper-358

sive dielectric function of Si was modeled using a sum of Lorentzian terms23 as detailed359

in the Supplementary Information and the mesh resolution was 5.2 nm. To calculate the360

absorption, the structure was illuminated by broad bandwidth plane waves pulses, and the361

subsequent transmitted and reflected fluxes were recorded for a long simulation time. Due to362

the diffusive character of the wave propagation and presence of various localised resonances363
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in the disordered texture layer, the simulation is not run for a fixed amount of time but it364

keeps running until the field in the slab have decayed by a factor of 5× 10−5 from its peak365

value in an interval of 20 simulation time units.69366

Sample fabrication367

Single crystal 〈100〉 1µm Si membranes (Norcada Inc.) were used. The actual thickness of the368

membrane may vary slightly. From the Fabry-Pérot interference pattern in the absorption369

spectrum for the unpatterned membrane nearby the patterned areas, we deduce a total370

thickness of 1180 nm. The membranes were either 1.3× 1.3 mm2 or 4.8× 4.8 mm2 in size in371

a Si frame of 10×10 mm2 and 300 µm thick. The nanopatterns were made by electron beam372

lithography followed by reactive ion etching. First, CSAR e-beam resist was spin coated as373

mask. Fields of either 100× 100 , 150× 150 or 180× 180µm2 patterns were exposed. After374

exposure and development, 200 nm of the Si membrane was etched by first removing the375

native oxide followed by HBr and O2 etching. The left-over resist was lifted off, and the376

sample was ready for Fourier microscopy. For the absorption measurements, an additional377

layer of resist (OrmoComp® resist) was spin coated on top of the sample to act as anti-378

reflective coating, ARC. The effects of the ARC on light absorption are described in the379

Supplementary Information. From the interference fringes in the absorption spectrum taken380

on the unpatterned area, we deduce that the resist layer is of 200 nm.381

Fourier-space illumination and imaging382

In order to experimentally characterize the structure factor of the hyperuniform structures,383

we employed high-NA back focal plane imaging, also known as Fourier microscopy. In384

this technique angle-dependent scattering patterns of a sample are captured in single shot385

measurements, as opposed to performing angular scans using a rotation stage. We used386

a home-built inverted microscope reported in Ref.57 that operates in reflection mode, so387

we chose the structures on the Si wafer for these measurements for easier handling. The388
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microscope is infinity corrected with an Olympus MPlan IR 100x NA=0.95 objective, a 200389

mm tube lens and 200 mm Fourier lens.390

As the light source we use a cw DPSS laser (Lasos DPSS) with a wavelength of 561.3391

nm. At this wavelength, the actual microscope NA equals 0.89, as calibrated with a diffrac-392

tion grating. The image of the objective back focal plane is relayed to an Andor Clara393

silicon CCD camera. According to the Abbe sine condition, captured Fourier images di-394

rectly map parallel momentum space, as scattering at angle θ, φ (polar angle relative to395

sample normal and azimuthal angle, respectively) projects onto the camera plane at location396

(x, y) = fo(cosφ sin θ, sinφ sin θ) ∝ k||, where fo is the microscope objective focal length397

(f=1.8 mm). Since we essentially measure the structure factor as function of k|| (wave vec-398

tor parallel to the Si/air interface), one would expect to see the same dependence in both399

reflection and transmission.400

Essential to our experiment is that the HUD patterns have structure factor S(k||) predom-401

inantly at parallel momentum just outside the NA of our collection objective, corresponding402

to scattering normally incident light into guided modes. The ring of diffraction intensity403

distribution in momentum space follows I(k||) = S(k|| − kin,||) and is therefore centered on404

the incident parallel momentum kin,||. From free space one can therefore access the structure405

factor S(k||) for parallel momenta up to twice the microscope NA by illuminating at multiple406

oblique incidence angles [ 0 <
|kin,|||

2π/λ
≈ NA].407

In order to access any excitation angle without physically moving parts of the set up,408

the excitation path is equipped with a spatial light modulator (Meadowlark 1920 × 1152409

XY Phase Series SLM) that is imaged onto the microscope back focal plane. By displaying410

regions of blazed phase gratings on the SLM, light can be selectively send to the first grating411

order. This allows an effective amplitude modulation, by placing an iris in the Fourier plane412

of the SLM, which blocks all light except for the modulated first diffraction order.70 By413

displaying a single small circle on the SLM and choosing its position, illumination with414

arbitrarily kin,|| can be generated. For each structure we collected six images arranged as415
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the vertices of a hexagon. To obtain S(k||) collected images were shifted by their respective416

kin,||, while overlapping image areas were averaged.417

Absorption measurements418

Absorption measurements on the membrane were done by using an integrating sphere micro-419

scope (modified LabSphere GPS-020-SL with the 17 mm working distance objective Mitutoyo420

M Apo Plan NIR 50× and NA = 0.42) coupled with a supercontinuum laser (Fianium WL-421

SC-390-3) and an acousto-optical tunable filter (AOTF, Crystal Technologies, with roughly422

4 nm bandwidth). The back-scattered and transmitted light are both detected together and423

by adding the specularly reflected signal, we determine absorption. The photodetectors are424

Thorlabs amplified Si detectors (PDA100A), read out by Stanford Research Systems SR830425

lock-in amplifiers. More details about the integrating sphere microscope set-up can be found426

in Ref. 52 . We have used three photo-detectors to measure the reference beam, the reflected427

and the transmitted/forward scattered light, respectively. The light reflected back into the428

objective is detected with the reflection detector, while the integrating sphere detector de-429

tects the transmitted and scattered light. The absorbance is calculated by subtracting the430

reflected and transmitted/scattered power from the incident power. Two reference measure-431

ments in reflection and transmission were done with a glass slide and calibrated mirror, to432

account for the response function of the set-up.433
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Figures

Figure 1

Ultra-thin light absorber design. a Schematic representation of the ultra-thin light absorber consisting of a
1 µm-thick silicon �lm with the HUD pattern on the top surface ( 200 nm thick) to improve light trapping.
The pattern is in�ltrated with a lower refractive index material (nLRM ), which is also used in a top �at
layer, ARC, to reduce re�ectance (50-100 nm in thickness). Note that the ARC layer is depicted �oating
above the nanopattern in the image only for clarity purposes b Optical image of the silicon membrane
sample supported by a thick silicon frame (1×1 cm2), where the textures have been fabricated. Inset:
Scanning electron image of the as-fabricated Si membrane with the optimized honeycomb-like HUD
network pattern. c Absorptance spectra measured for the Si membrane with (red) and without (blue) the
HUD pattern with ARC. The membrane is suspended in air and in�ltrated with a polymer resist (nLRM =
1.52) as ARC. The dashed black line corresponds to the Lambertian limit absorption for 1 µm Si, based
on the optical properties given in Ref. 48.



Figure 2

Light trapping mechanism. a Waveguide modes for a homogeneous 1µm thick Si slab between air and a
perfect metal for the wavelength range of interest in a solar cell. The modes are all lossy, with the
absorption loss denoted by their color, as shown in the color bar. Black lines denote the dispersion curves
for air (lower curve) and for Si (upper curve). The horizontal dashed lines denote two characteristic
wavenumbers: k1 = 15.71, and k2 = 21.41 µm−1 as described in the text. Inset: Simulated �rst order
diffraction pattern of the HUD network design that shows a characteristic diffraction ring in the desired k-
space. b Measured Fourier-space diffraction pattern in re�ection of the HUD network design
lithographically patterned in a Si wafer (wavelength 561 nm). c Structure factor based on the radial
distribution of the diffraction intensity in a and b.



Figure 3

Performance comparison between different HUD-based designs. a SEM images of samples textured with
the HUD hole (top) and spinodal (bottom) designs. b Measured angle-resolved diffraction in re�ection of
the corresponding pattern. c Simulated 2D structure factor for the optimised spinodal and HUD hole
patterns. d Structure factor as a function of in-plane wavevector (kr) given by the angle-averaged
simulated (solid curve) and measured (dots) diffraction. Measured (e) and calculated (g) absorptance
spectra for a 1µm thick Si slab suspended in air with the different surface nanopattern designs with ARC
considered. The absorption spectrum for the HUD network design is the same as in Fig.1.The theoretical
Lambertian limit and the absorption for a �at Si slab (with an ARC) are shown as reference. f Table listing
the percentage of integrated absorbed solar photons (IA) for all patterns for the wavelength range of 400
− 1050 nm. These numbers are obtained by integrating the theoretical or experimental absorption spectra
over the solar �ux (AM1.5G) and normalising for the total photon �ux in the speci�ed wavelength range.



Figure 4

PV e�ciency estimation. a Full solar cell device design, which includes a Ag back-contact and improved
ARC (nLRM = 1.82 and 72 nm thick) b Table summarising the estimated PV performance parameters
from our optical and PC1D device simulations. c Color-map indicating the non-linear dependence of the
maximum PV e�ciency on the dark and photo-currents (Jdark and Jphoto, respectively). The white lines
are isolines at the e�ciency indicated by the labels. The dashed black line corresponds to the Jphoto
given by the Lambertian limit in a 1 µm-thick Si slab. The dash-dotted lines correspond to the Jphoto
derived from our absorption measurements without back-re�ector. The data points correspond to the
estimated PC1D e�ciencies for the different designs. The e�ciency estimated for the unpatterned Si
membrane and that for the best demonstrated bulk Si cell are shown for comparison. The total e�ciency
is not only affected by increased light trapping, but also by the additional pattern-induced surface area
recombination, re�ected in the increased dark current.
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